Thank you for purchasing a label review!

In order to properly assess your label, we require a **printed label**, submitted by mail. You may also submit electronic label graphics in addition to the printed label, with all dimensions and type/font sizes specified. Please attach a copy of all sides of your label.

This enables the reviewers to assess the size of the PDP (which determines minimum contents letter heights), the area of the label (which bears upon the requisite Nutrition Facts panel format and minimum font sizes), and the type/font sizes of mandatory information (for which minimums are prescribed by FDA regulations).

If submitting electronically, please send your label to bsilverglade@ofwlaw.com and jennette.rowan@foodinstitute.com, in order to ensure prompt review.

Please submit your printed label to:

**OFW Law**
Attn: Label Review Services
2000 Pennsylvania Ave. N.W. Suite 3000
Washington, D.C. 20006

*If you have questions about submission, or other general questions, please contact Jennette Rowan at jennette.rowan@foodinstitute.com.*